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Abstract—As one of the key technologies for next generation
wireless communication systems, Device-to-Device (D2D) communication is able to offer several benefits, e.g. low end-to-end
latency and traffic offload. In particular network controlled D2D
operation underlaying the primary cellular system, e.g. LTE, and
reusing its radio resources, is seen as an appealing option for
increasing system capacity. However, a D2D link that reuses radio
resources of another link introduces mutual interference in between these two links. In this paper, we firstly propose a network
controlled radio resource management (RRM) algorithm that
maximizes overall user satisfaction with the assistance of context
information. The task of the algorithm is to decide on appropriate
operation mode and allocate radio resources to both cellular and
D2D links with respect to their channel state information (CSI)
and service requirements. Furthermore, the RRM algorithm is
extended to account for link priority information. Simulation
results demonstrate the substantial performance improvement of
our algorithm in terms of link satisfaction ratio.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, network controlled D2D communications have
attracted a lot of attention in research. D2D communication
underlaying cellular network operation is able to efficiently
complement cellular communications by taking advantage of
physical proximity for improving coverage, spectral efficiency,
data rates, and QoS [1]. Moreover, new services can also be
enabled by D2D communication, such as direct multimedia
transmission [2] [3]. The key functionality for enabling D2D
communications can be concluded as [1]:
• Peer and Service Discovery
• Physical Layer Procedures (encoding, signaling, data
transmission and reception, etc.),
• Radio Resource Management (transmit power and resource allocation, data rates, etc.),
• Interference Management (e.g. intra-cell interference is
no longer negligible due to use in LTE).
As one of the important issues in D2D communications,
RRM covers the concepts of D2D transmit power control,
mode selection and resource allocation. Power control is the
mechanism of optimally selecting transmit powers in a communication system to achieve good performance and reduce
interference [4] [5] [6]. Good performance in this context may
be assessed using metrics, such as link data rates, network
capacity, geographic coverage and range, etc. Transmit power
determines the range over which the signal can be coherently
received, and is therefore crucial for determining the performance of the network (e.g. with respect to throughput, delay,

and energy consumption) [7]. In order to realize the proximity,
reuse and hop gains, the available spectral resource need to
be allocated for D2D communications in an efficient way.
Presently, there are three modes of D2D operation that can
be envisioned:
• Reuse Mode: D2D devices directly transmit the data
by reusing some resources of the cellular network. The
spectrum reuse can be either in uplink or downlink
communications.
• Dedicated Mode: The cellular network dedicates a portion
of resources for D2D devices for their direct communications.
• Cellular Mode: D2D traffic is relayed through BS in the
traditional way.
Some solutions exclude the coexistence of the D2D and
cellular communications using the same spectrum resource
and therefore the dedicated mode is considered [1] [8] [9].
However, in order to improve the efficiency of valuable spectrum resources, the reuse mode for D2D is also investigated
where the same spectrum resource is shared between D2D and
cellular users [1] [9] [10] [11] [12]. The reuse mode becomes
important when available frequency range is considered as precious and it is essential to reuse the same spectrum resource.
In this paper, we address both the mode selection and resource
allocation problems with the assistance of context information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II,
the system model is introduced and the interference issues
that are raised by D2D underlying operation are illustrated.
Further, an optimization problem is constructed in Sect. III
that aims at minimizing required radio resource blocks while
guaranteeing every link a sufficient minimum data rate. A
heuristic algorithm is proposed in this section to solve the
optimization problem. Afterwards, the algorithm is extended
by incorporating link priority information so that it is able
to handle situations of radio resource shortage or where not
enough radio resources are available. The numerical results
shown in Sect. IV demonstrate and compare system level
performance of different RRM algorithms. Finally, we draw a
conclusion of our work in Sect. V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this work, the overall mobile users are divided into two
categories, cellular users and D2D users. At one side, cellular
users directly communicate with base station (BS). On the

Fig. 1: Interference scenario: D2D communication in reuse
mode

other side, a D2D pair composes of two geographically nearby
users and they can establish a local communication service in
between in order to exchange data with each other. In our
work, a resource block (RB) of one cellular link can not be
reused by another cellular link, but a RB of one D2D link
can be reused by one another D2D link. Therefore, once D2D
communication operating in reuse mode is assumed, network
should decide whether a RB should be assigned to one cellular
link and one D2D link or assigned to two D2D links. As shown
in Fig. 1, in total N links, including cellular links and D2D
links, are assumed to be active in a cell.
In Fig. 1, D2D communication is assumed to operate in the
cellular uplink spectrum band. With total awareness of channel
information, including path gains of all desired and possible
interference links, BS can perform smart RRM algorithm
exploting this knowledge with certain consideration, i.e. to
enable more D2D links or maximize the overall system capacity. Due to the coexistence of two links that simultanenously
operate on the same RB, mutually created interference is
unavoidable. Therefore, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratios (SINR) in two different cases can be represented as:
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D2D link reuse the same RB, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are used to
represent the corresponding SINR values for the nth D2D link
and n̂th D2D link. PTD2D and PTcell denote the transmission
powers of D2D and cellular transmitters respectively, which
in our work are fixed values. hD2D
represents the channel
m
gain between transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) of the mth
D2D pair, hcell
the channel gain between the nth cellular
n
user (UE) and BS. h(m,n) represents the channel gain from
the nth cellular UE to mth D2D Rx, h(BS,m) the channel
gain from the mth D2D Tx to BS and h(n,n̂) the channel
gain from the n̂th D2D Tx to nth D2D Rx. One channel gain
value includes the effects from pathloss model, shadowing
and antenna gain. σ 2 is used here to denote the thermal noise
power per RB, including influence of receiver noise figure.
Furthermore, achievable capacities [15] by assigning one RB
to two potential links can be further mapped from SINR
values calculated in Eq. (1)-(4).
III. C ONTEXT-AWARE R ADIO R ESOURCE M ANAGEMENT
A LGORITHM
In general, the more knowledge on link conditions is
available at BS, the better decisions can be taken for RRM
purposes. With total awareness of all channel gains, BS can
perform RRM algorithm and make improved decision on
resource allocation. The radio resource allocation indicates
which RBs are assigned to each link. In order to obtain a
smart RRM algorithm, context information are exploited in
this section, including channel state information (CSI), service
requirements and priority information. Thus, our proposed
algorithm allocates radio resources by taking all the context
information listed above into consideration.
A. Construction of Optimization Problem
In the present work, a scenario is assumed that communication link-m requires a minimal data rate of rm to support
its user specific service requirements. In order to minimize the
necessary resource blocks to support overall user requirements,
an optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
minimizeX
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Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are used to represent the SINR values
of mth D2D link and nth cellular link when they reuse the
same RB. In the other case when the nth D2D link and n̂th
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In above optimization problem, cb(m,n) denotes the capacity
achieved by assigning the bth resource block to link-m and
link-n simultaneously. And xb(m,n) has is binary value where
’1’ states that the bth resource block are assigned to both
link-m and link-n. Eq. (5) represents the objective of our

optimization problem, which is to minimize Brequired , an
interger number representing the required RBs for satisfying
all user service demands. Eq. (6) - Eq. (8) state the constraints
that our RRM algorithm should be able to provide enough
data rate to support the specific service requirement of each
user. Eq. (9) - Eq. (11) indicate the constraint that each RB
will be used and at most be used by two links.
However, the constructed optimization problem is a boolean
linear problem that is NP-hard. As a typical characteristic
of boolean linear problem, it has a very high complexity
for even identifying the feasible set. Therefore, in order to
solve this problem efficiently, it is critical to find a heuristic
algorithm which provides good performance.
B. Heuristic RRM Algorithm
In this section, we introduce Alg. 1 as a heuristic algorithm
for solving the constructed optimization problem. One input
to our algorithm is a capacity matrix C with N × (N − 1)
dimension, defined as:
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where element {c(m,n) , m 6= n} represents achievable link
capacity per resource block for link-m, if it reuses the same
resource block with link-n. A link will not reuse its own
resource block, therefore m 6= n, and each row in matrix C
has only (N −1) elements. Besides, due to our assumption that
one resource block can not be assigned to two cellular links we
intentionally manipulate this constraint by setting c(m,n) = 0,
if both mth and nth links are cellular links. In our work, we
further assume a flat fading channel, in other words, same
capacity matrix C is valid for any resource block b. Another
input for this algorithm is service requirement vector R:
R = (r1 , r2 , . . . , rm , . . . , rN )T ,

(13)

where rm represents the minimal date rate requirement of linkm.
In Alg. (1), NumOfLinks represents the number of links
and N ormC(m, n) is the element in matrix N ormC and
indicates the case when mth and nth links share the same
RB. Meanwhile, vector A, which represents the satisfaction
degree of links, has a dimension of (NumOfLinks × 1) and
Am is the mth element in vector A. This RRM algorithm
provides two output, InfeasibleLinkIDs and FeasibleLinkIDs,
which are explained in the following.
• For links categorized in InfeasibleLinkIDs, they are not
allowed to reuse any resource blocks, since their SINR
values are too low to support their data transmission, no
matter which another link reuses the same RB. Therefore,

•

a dedicated resource block should be assigned to these
links.
Other links shown in FeasibleLinkIDs demonstrate the
set of links which can share RBs with others. FeasibleLinkIDs has a dimension of B × 2, where each row
represents which two links share one resource block and
B indicates the number of necessary RBs derived by our
algorithm for reuse.

Algorithm 1 Minimize necessary resource blocks with respect
to user satisfaction
Input:
The capacity matrix C, service requirement vector R.
Output:
IDs of links which can not reuse any resource block:
InfeasibleLinkIDs.
IDs of links using the same resource block: FeasibleLinkIDs.
1: initialize parameters:
Set vector A=zeros(NumOfLinks,1);
2: normalize matrix C w.r.t. requirement vector R to obtain
matrix N ormCP and N ormC, which are the same up to
now;
3: set elements in N ormCP and N ormC, which are greater
than 1 to 1;
4: if a set of rows S inN ormC are all-zero row vectors
then
5:
InfeasibleLinkIDs=[indices of these rows in set S];
6: end if
7: resource block number b = 1;
8: sum up every row in matrix N ormC and look for the row
m that has the minimal non-zero result;
9: for every non-zero elements N ormC(m,n) in row m, add
N ormC(m,n) with element N ormC(n,m) ;
10: look for the combination (m, n) which gives the maximal
row sum value in step 9, set FeasibleLinkIDs[b,1]=m and
FeasibleLinkIDs[b,2]=n, b = b + 1;
11: increase Am and An by {N ormC(m,n) × (1 − Am )} and
{N ormC(n,m) × (1 − An )}, respectively.
12: if Am or An is greater or equal to 1 then
13:
set the ones greater than 1 to 1;
14:
set the mth or nth row in matrix N ormC to all-zero
vectors if Am or An equals to 1.
15: else
16:
update the mth and nth rows of matrix N ormC by
dividing the mth row of N ormCP by (1 − Am ) and
nth row by (1 − An ), respectively.
17: end if
18: set elements in N ormC which are greater than 1 to 1;
19: if N ormC is an all-zero matrix then
20:
stop the algorithm;
21: else
22:
return to step 8;
23: end if

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

C. Extension of RRM Algorithm
Up to now, we have introduced an optimization problem that
minimizes the number of required RBs. However, in reality
the number of available RBs may not be sufficient to meet
the users’ demands. In other words the number of available
resource blocks is less than the necessary resource blocks.
In this case, it is impossible to assign enough resources to
meet service requirements of each link. However, there may
be users in the network that are categorized as ”gold” or
”premium” users. Due to their service level agreements, these
users expect higher service quality compared to standard users.
Besides, due to different service requirements, some service
may require higher priority level, e.g. real time service which
poses a more strict requirement in terms of stability and QoS.
Thus, a smart RRM algorithm should be capable to allocate
radio resource resources in the following way:
• The links with high priority levels should be given more
consideration,in order to achieve a higher QoS for these
links.
• The links with low priority levels should not be totally
neglected but still served in a fair manner.
With minor changes, Alg. 1 can be easily extended to the case
where not enough resource blocks are available. Simulation
results in Sect. IV show that the extended algorithm meets
above two characteristics. One more input for this extended
algorithm is the priority vector P , defined as
P = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm , . . . , pN ),

(14)

where pm states the priority level of link-m. In our work, we
assume that a bigger value represents a higher priority level
and all values should not be smaller than 1. In order to adjust
our algorithm, four minor changes are necessary.
1) In Step 2, a new matrix N ormCP rior is introduced
by normalizing matrix N ormCP with priority vector
P and set its elements greater than 1 to 1.
2) For Step 8 and Step 9, the operation will be on matrix
N ormCP rior instead of on N ormC.
3) After Step 18, matrix N ormCP rior is updated by
normalizing matrix N ormC with priority vector P .
4) Condition statement for Step 19 should be changed to:
N ormC is an all-zero matrix or b is greater than number
of available RBs.
It is worth to notice that the priority levels of different users
or services patterns are reflected in Step.8 and Step.9 in
this extended algorithm. In essence, a higher probability of
competition for one RB is introduced to high priority links by
using the priority level as a weight in this algorithm. In the
following section, system performance results of our algorithm
are illustrated.
IV. S IMULATION A SSUMPTIONS AND N UMERICAL
R ESULTS
System level simulation assumptions are summarized in
Tab. I and are aligned with 3GPP simulation baseline document TR36.814 [13]. The D2D channel model used in this

Case
Carrier frequency
Noise figure at BS
Noise figure at D2D Rx
Power level of thermal noise
Cable loss
Bandwidth per resource block
Transmitting power of user terminal
Antenna patterns for all devices
SINR estimation
Maximal distance between one D2D pair

Urban macro-cell scenario
2 GHz
5 dB
7 dB
-174 dBm/Hz
3 dB
180 kHz
24 dBm
Omnidirectional
Perfect
120 m

TABLE II: Context Information
C-Voice
C-Web
C-FTP
D-Voice
D-Web
D-FTP

Number of links
5
4
1
10
5
5

Priority level
3
2
1
2
1
1

Minimal data rate
64kbps
25kbps
200kbps
64kbps
25kbps
200kbps

work is taken from [14]. LTE technology is used in our work
for modeling radio links. Mapping of SINR values on link
capacity is performed by using the results provided in [15].
Besides, it is further assumed that base station is aware of
all required context information that are listed in Tab. II. For
clarification, C-Voice represents a voice service for cellular
links and D-Web the Web service for D2D links, so do the
other abbreviations.
As a benchmark scheme, a partial smart algorithm is used
in our work for comparison. In this scheme, RBs will be
allocated based on data rate requirement of different service
patterns. For instance, a FTP service requires a date rate eight
times higher than the date rate of Web service. Therefore, the
probability that a RB is assigned to a FTP service is eight
times higher than a web service. This scheme is referred to as
partial smart, since link-specific service requirements are also
taken into account.
Fig. 2 shows the system performance comparison between our
smart scheme and the partial smart scheme in terms of link
satisfaction ratio. A link is satisfied if its data rate requirement
is met. Otherwise, the link is counted as not satisfied. In
this scenario, no ser priority level is considered, since we
try to fulfill service requirement of all links without any
discrimination. Regarding the partial smart algorithm, firstly
the minimal number of resource blocks is determined by our
smart algorithm, and then these amount of resource blocks
are allocated to links in partial smart algorithm with respect
to link specific data rate requirement. It can be seen from
this figure that our smart algorithm outperforms the partial
smart algorithm. Especially for cellular users, significant gains
can be achieved. This gain results from the utilization of
channel state information (CSI) and our algorithm is able
to dynamically allocate radio resources with being aware of
all channel condition. However,in the partial smart scheme,

into consideration and improve QoS. The proposed RRM
algorithm determine whether a link operates in a dedicated
mode or reused mode. If a link operates in reused mode,
our algorithm decides which other link shall share the same
RB in optimum way. Moreover, the proposed algorithm has a
low computation complexity. Numerical results show a better
system performance yielded by the proposed algorithm in
terms of links satisfaction ratio.
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